
WWII:  1942 - 1944



1) Admiral Chester Nimitz            2) Aircraft Carriers



3) General Douglas 
     MacArthur was 
     forced to retreat to
     the Bataan Peninsula

4) He vowed to return to
    re-take the Philippines
    from the Japanese.



5) Death March of Bataan 
�– 78K prisoners (66K Filipinos, 12K 
Americans) are forced to march 65 
miles to a prison camp on the 
Bataan Peninsula.  
�Thousands will die en route from 
disease, starvation, dehydration, 
heat exhaustion, and executions (10 
K Filipinos and 1K Americans).





Bataan Death March
Memorial – Las
Cruces, NM



6) Doolittle’s Raid (April 1942): Col. James Doolittle leads 
fire-bombing attack on Tokyo.  B-25 bombers take off from 
the deck of the USS Hornet.
7) Midway Island:  The last American base in the North 
Pacific; about a 1000 miles from Hawaii.  Yamamoto wanted 
to draw the American fleet into battle and destroy it. 



8 – 9) BREAKING THE CODE AND BATTLE OF 
THE CORAL SEA

• In early 1942, a secret team of code breakers based in 
Hawaii had tapped into the Japanese Imperial Navy’s 
code.  

• Knowing this, Nimitz sent two carrier groups to the 
Coral Sea.  This American victory kept the supply lines 
to Australia open and saved them from Japanese 
invasion.



10)Code Talkers in the Pacific 
Theatre



Philip Johnston
Navajo in the class

The Navajo and very few others knew the language.  It was
unbreakable and directly contributed to American victories
in the Pacific.



11) BATTLE OF MIDWAY (JUNE 
1942)

� N.W. of Hawaii.
� We had broken the 

Japanese code and we 
knew Midway was to 
be attacked.

� Nimitz orders his 
carriers to a staging 
point to await the 
Japanese attack.

� The Americans will 
catch the Japanese 
carriers loaded with 
planes, fuel and 
bombs.  



The Japanese will lose 4 aircraft carriers, hundreds of
planes, and many servicemen.  This is the turning point in
the Pacific because Japan loses the ability to remain on 
the offensive.



12) It would give American troops experience and it would 
       aid the British fighting the Germans in Egypt.

13) The British secured the Suez Canal and forced Rommel
       to retreat.



14) General Dwight
      D. Eisenhower

15)  Nazi forces in Tunisia surrendered



16) The convoy system



17) Radar, sonar and
      depth charges





18 – 19) BATTLE OF STALINGRAD (NOV. 
1942 – FEB. 1943)

� Hitler was obsessed with taking the city named 
for Stalin.

� Stalingrad was a major industrial center on the 
Volga River.

� In four months the Germans would be stopped, 
encircled, and defeated.  750K Germans would die 
during the Battle, while almost 900K Soviets 
would die (490K soldiers; 410K civilians).

� The Soviets, however, had massive 
reinforcements.

� By the Summer of 1943, the Germans are forced 
to begin their retreat out of the Soviet Union.



20) Casablanca 
Conference

They agreed to step 
up the bombing of 
Germany to destroy 
it’s industrial and 
economic system, 
while undermining 
the morale of the 
German people and 
to attack the island 
of Sicily (the “soft 
underbelly” of 
Europe).



Italian Campaign

21) Rome was captured just before the Allied 
invasion of Nazi-controlled France (D-Day)


